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WHAT IS BIT ROT?
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“Bitrot in JPEG files” Jim Salter, Data Degradation, CC BY-SA 4.0

THREE MITIGATION OPTIONS

1. “New Preservica SaaS portfolio redesigns affordability of digital preservation storage” (April, 2018)
2. “Resilient File System (ReFS) overview” (June, 2019) retrieved from 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/storage/refs/refs-overview
3. “OpenZFS Main Page” (March, 2020) retrieved from https://openzfs.org

What does it mean to be a self healing file 
system?  It means the system in place is set 
to back up on a regular basis and check 
those backups against previous versions 
that are known to be whole.  If the system 
finds an inconsistency in the files, it 
restores either that file or the whole 
system to an earlier, uncorrupted version.  
There are options at multiple price points 
that can fit any institutional budget.

Preservica services are the highest cost option, but provide the most 
personal service in creating unique systems.  Since 2018 they have 
offered their “low cost option,” a cloud system that can be implemented 
for only $3,000 a year.¹  That service, however, may be inadequate for 
some institutions.

ReFS (Resilient File System) is a Microsoft owned self healing file system.  
ReFS was developed for use with Windows 10 and can handle both large 
file sizes and large numbers of files.²  This system is easy to use and 
intuitive to regular Windows users, with many guides available online to 
help get the most out of ReFS.  This is a cost effective option for 
institutions already using Windows.

ZFS is a fully open source self healing file system, and thus, is a good 
option for institutions not using Windows.  However, implementing this 
system requires a certain level of complex digital literacy that may not 
exist in-house at a given institution.³  Guides are available on the internet, 
but are generally aimed at people who are already well versed with 
programming and the use of command lines. 

Bit rot is the slow loss of digital data 
over time.  This occurs spontaneously 
as digital files sit on a hard drive and 
some bits are flipped or dropped, 
compromising the readability of the 
file.  This is inevitable in the current 
digital climate, but can be mitigated 
through the use of self healing file 
systems built to store and monitor 
large numbers of repeated backups.
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